
II.

ISSUES AND CONSTRAINTS

A.

A~e and suitabilit\: of shins: financial constraints

Many domestic shipping operators, particularly small companies operate on very small
profit margins thus making it virtually impossible to accumulate sufficient capital to finance new
tonnage. Their capacities to borrow sufficient furids from commercial services at reasonable rates
of interest are similarly handicapped. They are therefore forced onto the secondhand (or more
often third or fourth hand) market, to purchase old ships which are frequently of unsuitable size
and type for the trade in which they are to be engaged.

Examples of this process are nwnerous and instances are now occurring of such old andunsuitable 
vessels, some over 30 years old, being passed on from country to country within theregion. 

Domestic shipping services are therefore moving into a downward spiral with ever olderships 
carrying out progressively more inefficient, and sometimes unsafe operations.

B.

Maintenance and renairs

Age is not necessarily the main criterion for determining the condition of a ship; but agecombined 
with low standards of maintenance is, practically speaking, a recipe for disaster. Thereare 

widespread reports of the lack of adequate repair facilities in the region, particularly in thosecountries 
which are situated in more remote locations. There are also concerns in many cases

about the high cost of repairs and the standard of workmanship. Supply of spare parts is another
major problem constituting a particular difficulty with the variety of sources of supply of mainengines 

and auxiliary machinery and equipment, some of which are no longer in production.

The net cumulative effect is a more rapid deterioration of vessels already aged and
subject to severe climatic conditions. In other cases where owners are forced to send largervessels 

to Pacific Rim countries such as New Zealand, Australia and Japan for docking andrepairs, 
considerable extra costs and down time are involved.

c.Port 

facilities and outer island wharves

It is apparent to any observer in the main ports of the South Pacific that domestic
shipowners have been treated as poor relations by comparison with their counterparts, generally
foreign owned consortiums and companies, engaged in international trade. Almost without
exception, domestic port facilities are cramped, lack adequate cargo sheds and passenger
terminals, possess little or nothing in the way of cargo handling facilities and are poorly
maintained.

Wharves in outer islands are generally speaking outside the control of national port
authorities and are "maintained" by Public Works Departments or similar organizations. For the
limited number of wharves that do exist, funds for maintenance are generally lacking and many
are in a poor state of repair. Boat landing of both cargoes and passengers is still a standard
procedures in many cases.
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D. Control of domestic shinnine onerations

Almost all South Pacific governments have some form of legislation which provides for
the issue of trading licenses (as distinct from safety certificates) to vessels engaged in the
domestic trade. The basic purpose behind such legislation is three fold:

(a) to reserve the trade to national flag carriers except where some particular
circumstances, such as a requirement for a specialized type of vessel, may create
a need for entry of a foreign flag carrier;

(b) to prevent over-tonnaging in the domestic trade with the consequences flowing
from too many ships chasing too little cargo; and

(c) to ensure provision of adequate services, not only in the more lucrative "inner-
island" trades where large volumes of cargo and passengers are offered but also
in the "outer-island" trades, where little in the way of traffic or commercial
incentives exists. .,

From all reports it does not appear that these objectives are being fulfilled at the present
time. Over-tonnaging appears to be prevalent, especially in the larger shipping countries, and the
supply of poorly paying services to the outer islands has become a critical social and economic
problem particularly in those countries which have disposed of their government-owned ships
which were less reliant on freight and passenger revenues. Introduction of route licensing
systems has not been successful and the control of freight rates and/or passenger fares in some
countries is another aspect which may need examination.

All these are matters which require attention if domestic shipping services are to be
upgraded. Restriction of trading licenses is considered to be one option to avoid excessive
numbers of vessels in the trade. However, this measure should be carefully studied vis-a-vis the
enterprising initiative of the private sector as discussed later in Item VI A.

E.

Mana~ement

Smaller companies in the South Pacific, particularly in the shipping sector, face
difficulties in management with the impossibilities of achieving economies of scale and the
problems created by their remoteness from large business and manufacturing centres. For these
companies, accessibility or availability of financial resources and their management is a vital
need along with more professional methods of operation, especially when new ships are planned
to be brought into the trade.

F.

Safe!.\: standards

Safety standards are still very low in many ships in South Pacific and fall below not only
those required internationally but even those agreed by the countries on a regional basis in the
form of the South Pacific Maritime Code. Apart from the difficulties in maintaining the hulls and
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machinery of old ships, there are also frequent reports of deficiencies in safety equipment.
Another major problem is that of overloading of passengers, a practice that is still prevalent in
the Pacific.

These matters are of concern to both the public and private sectors. For some
governments there is the necessity to introduce/enforce legislation which contains the safety
requirements of the South Pacific Maritime Code. Of at least equal importance is the need to
provide the resources to enforce such legislation by means of adequately trained surveyors. As
far as the shipping companies are concerned, there is a need to create greater awareness of safety
issues and ensure that crews understand their responsibilities, especially those relating to safetyof passengers. .' .

G. Crew trainin~

The basic requirements of the 1978 STCW Convention (Convention on Standards of
Training, Certification and Watchkeeping for Seafarers, 1978) concerning the training of
seafarers are contained in the South Pacific Maritime Code. However, the provisions of the
Convention, which apply to all vessels on both international and domestic voyages, have not yet
been put into effect by some South Pacific countries.

The requirements of this International Convention have recently been upgraded by the
amendments introduced in 1995 which will impose more sm1)gent standards than those contained
in the South Pacific Maritime Code. This constitutes a very important problem to be faced,
particularly in the case of those countries which have nationals employed in international trade
vessels. Domestic shipowners also need to understand the nature of this problem and ensure that
the training and qualifications of their crews meet the required standard.
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